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ABSTRACT  OF  THESIS
This  document  is  a  design  of  a  research  program  to
gather  new  information  for  further  research.  The  purpose
of  this  research  design  is  to  explore  the  use  of  alcohol
and  drugs  among  the  Laotian  Students  at  Roosevelt  High
School  and  Sanford  Junior  High.  These  students  may  use
alcohol  and  drugs  because  of  difficulties  of  adjustment
to  ne'w  culture  in  the  United  States  or  they  may  have
experienced  traumatic  events  during  their  escape  from
their  homecountry  and  during  their  time  living  at  the
refugee  camp  in  Thailand.
The  document  has  five  sections. Section  one  is  the
Introduction,  Background  and  Purpose.  Section  t'wo  the
Section  three  is  the  Barriers  to
obtaining  accurate  information  from  the  Laotian  students
at  Roosevelt. Section  IV  is  the  Limitations.  Section  V
is  the  Recommendations  for  future  programs  to  gather  new
information  on  the  use  of  drug  or  alcohol  of  the  Laotian
students.
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I  am  interested  in  studying  substance  abuse  among
the  Laotian  adolescents  at  Roosevelt  High  School.
This  is  important  to  me  to  study  because  I  would
like  to  find  ways  to  help  them  to  stay  off  drugs  and  to
keep  focusing  on  their  education.  This  study  is  also
important  for  the  community  because  effective  ways  for
parents  to  deal  with  their  children  who  are  abusing
alcohol  and  drugs  might  result.  It  could  help  to
develop  programs  to  provide  students,  parentSi
community,and  school  staff  with  effective  services  and
to  facilitate  appropriate  assesment,  intervention  and
health  promotion  for  students.
By  substance  abuse,  I  mean  use  of  either  alcohol
or  other  drugs  which  interfere  with  the  students  lives.
In  my  experience,  most  substance  abuse  among  Laotian
70uth  inVOlVeS  alCOhOl.  The Laotian  students  are new
to  American  culture-  They  have  a  hard  time  adjusting
to  their  life  in  the  new  society.  Most  of  them  came  to
the  United  States  within  the  past  ten  years Others
arrived  within  a  year.  They  lack  English  SkillS  tO
function  independently  in  school.  They  also  may  lack
formal  education  in  their  native  country  and  knowledge
of  the  stresses  and  strains  of  living  in  America.
Since  arriving  in  the  United  States,  some
Laotian  high  school  students  have  problems  that  are
related  to  alcohol  and  drug  use.  These  problems  appear
to  be  increasing.  They  include  students  having
difficulties  in  focusing  on  education,  exhibiting
negative  behaviors,  lowering  grades,  getting  into
{ights,  running  awayi  dropping  out  schools  causing
trouble  in  the  community,  stealingi  shoplifting,
vandalism,  involving  themselves  in  gang  activities.
According  to  Kapheth  Koracan,  a bilingual  school
social  worker,  "Laotian  parents  are  now  feeling  more
overvhelmed  by  the  behaviors  of  their  children"  (Personal
interview,  November  5th,  1992) Khai  Phoutinane,  who
is  a teacher  at  Roosevelt  High  School  for  over  ten
7earS/  stated,  "The  teachers  are  becoming  more
concerned  about  the  students.  They  feel  unable  to  deal
with  some  of  the  problem  behaviors  they  see  developing
and  are  anxious  to  seek  assistance"  (Personal
communication,  December  9th,  1992) Another  teacher
that  I  have  talked  to  is  Phouninh  Vixayvong.  She  said
that  "The  Laotian  students  as  well  as  other  Southeast
Asian  students  in  Minneapolis  are  facing  a lot  of
difficulties  because  of  language  barrier,  cultural
differences,  and  other  unknown  environment  phenomena"
(Personal  interview,  December  14th,  19C)2)
Specifically,  these  concerns  center  around  truancy
and  the  use  of  chemicals  in  and  out  of  school.  The
frequency  of  these  incidences  appears  t5  be  increasing.
I  believe  that,  with  assimilation  into  the  western
value  system,  come  more  stresS  and  increasing  value
conflicts.  Several  stressful  conflicts  can  happen  to
Laotian  children  in  this  country.  They  may  see  their
parents  as  ignorant  if  the  parents  cannot  speak  or  read
English.  This  results  in  a sense  of  superiority  and
contempt  on  the  part  of  the  child.  There  is  research
that  supports  this  belief  : For  example,  Koschmann  and
Tobin  (1985  ) stat  ed,
The  family  strife  often  results  from
changing  values  and  attempting  to
renegotiate  relationships  and  expectations
in  accord  with  the  apparent  demands  of
the  new  culture. Some  people  seem  to
accu1  turate  faster  and  wi  th  greater  ease,
and  the  resulting  personality  shifts  and
attitudinal  changes  can  cause  deep  rifts
between  friends,  spouses,  parents  and
children.
Young  people  who  are  especially  peer-
oriented  quickly  adopt  customs  and  behaviors
which  seem  acceptable  to  the  peer  groups
that  are  often  totally  unacceptable  to  the
Asian  parents.  (p.  8)
There  is  often  role  reversal  between  child  and
parents.  Parents  rely  on  children  for  information  about
the  dominent  culture.  Parents  see  their  children  as
the  main  communication  between  home  and  society.
This  results  in  role  confusion,  a loss  of  childhood  for
the  child,  and  loss  of  status  and  feelings  of  self-worth
for  the  parents.  I  see  children  growing  up  without
guilines  and  traditions.  This  can  result  in  defiance
of  adult  authority  and  loss  of  inner  controls  on  the
part  of  the  child.
The  Refugee  Family  Region  V  Consultation  Report
tells  the  following:
Refugee  youth  have  the  same  problems  as  the
American  adolescent;  self-identity,  peer
preSSure,  availability  of  drugs  and  alcoholi
and  uncertainty  about  the  future.
In  addition  to  these  problems,  refugee
youth  face  many  other  problems They
suffer  from  personal  losses  as  do  the  other
understanding  of  their  special  problems  are
critical.  (U.S.  Department  of  Health  and
Human  Services,  1987i  p.  10)
The  above  experiences  of  powerlessness  and
victimization  contribute  to  the  problems  Laotian  youth
may  face.
In  order  to  collect  data  about  the  possible
association  between  substance  abuse  and  adjustment  for
Laotjan  YOutni  I  developed  an  initial  research  proposal.
But  the  proposal  was  rejected  by  the  Augsburg  College
Institutional  Review  Board  for  reasons  I  will  discuss
later  in  this  Thesis.
The  purpose  of  this  Thesis  are:
1 To  discuss  the  continuing  need  for  research  such  as
I  origina  11y  pr  oposed.
2.  To  develop  a  further  design  of  the  initial  research
proposal  taking  the  concerns  of  the  IRB(Institutional
Review  Board)  into  consideration.
3.  And  to  present  recommendations  based  on  my  studies
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so  far  on  programs  needed  for  Laotian  youth  in  the
Minneapolis  Public  School  System.
The  Thesis  'will  explore  the  issue  of  the  substance
abuse  among  Laotian  youth,  identify  the  goals  and
objectives  of  a research  proposal  aimed  at  gathering
more  information  concerning  this  issuei  and  demonstrate
the  steps  needed  to  carry  out  this  research  ethically.
My  research  study  was  to  be  among  the  Laotian
high  school  students  ages  sixteen  to  twenty-one  because
these  students  seem  to  have  more  problems  that  are
related  to  alcohol  and  drug  use.  I  planned  to  reach
them  at  Roosevelt  High  School  where  most  of  the  Laotian
students  in  Minneapolis  attend.  I  also  had  planned  to
talk  to  the  principal  of  the  school,  school  social
worker,  and  the  parents  of  the  students.
After  summarizing  previous  research  findings  in
the  area  of  alcohol  and  substance  abuse  among  the
Laotian  students,  I  will  present  a revised  proposal  for
conti  nued  resea  rch  in  this  artic1e.
We  do  not  kno'w  whether  Laotian  adolescents  smo:<e  opium,
II LITERATURE  REVIEW.
To  find  the  information  that  is  needed  for  my
research  study,  I  conducted  a  computerized  index  search
for  studies  that  are  related  to  substance  abuse  and
adjustment  to  new  culture  among  the  Southeast  Asian
Refugees  in  the  United  States.  Some  of  the  articles
were  found  in  the  Bio-Medical  Library  at  the  University
of  Minnesota  and  the  others  in  the  different  libraries
in  the  Twin-cities.  The  literature  search  for  me was
not  too  hard  but  time  consuming  in  order  to  get  the
articles  that  are  relevant  to  the  studied  topic.  At
the  end  of  my  library  literature  search,  I  found  s-ix
journal  articles  that  have  not  specifically  studied  alcohol
and  drug  use  among  the  Laotian  high  school  stuaents  in
the  United  States.
A.  Extent  of  drug  or  alcohol  use.
After  reading  the  articles  that  I  have  found,
I  got  some  information  about  substance  abuse  and  social
adjustment  among  the  Southeast  Asian  Refugees  in  general.
but  there  is  some  evidence  that  a  limited  number  of
Hmong  youth  have  been  introduced  to  opium  by  their
extended  family  members.  For  exerri,ple,  in  a  recent  study
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researchers  found,
Many younger  addicts  in their  tvent4es
represent  another  interesting  phenomenon.
Although  they  did  not  grow  up  as  poppy
farmers  in Asia,  their  use  of  opium  began
largely  in the  United  States.  Like  their
elders,  they  are  poorly  educated,  mostly
unemployed,  and  living  on welfare  in  the
United  States.  Many  come  from  families
with  older  opium  smoking  relatives,  and
they  were  introduced  to opium  through
extended  family  members  (Westermeyerr
Lyf  oung  i  Weste  rmeyer  i  and Nideri  19  91
p.  276)
These  researchers  conducted  the  study  of  fifty
opium  addicts  who  sought  treatment  for  opium  addiction
at the  University  of Minnesota  Hospital  and  clinic.
The patients  were  referred  by different  SOurC'eS  such
as familyr  refugee  associations,  social  agencies,
courts,  clergy,  and clinics.  The  subjects  included
forty-nine  Hmong and one Lao.  There  were  twenty-five
men and fifteen  women.  Age ranged  from  twenty-tvo  to
seventy-seven  years.
According  to my experiences  working  in  the  school
g
systemi  opium  use  is  not  COmmOni  but  many Laotian
 and
Hmong  students  use  alcohol  and  other  drugs
 due to
social  and  emotional  problems  because  of  difficulties
in  adjusting  to  ne'v  culture  in  America.  They
 may be
at  increased  risk  because  of  low  self-esteem,
 inadequate
interpersonal  skills,  inadiquate  social  skills,
 negative
peer  relationships.
B.  Stresses  which  may  lead  to  increased  risk
 for
drug  or  alcohol  use.
In  the  overview  of  research  on  the  risks
associated  with  alcohol  and  drug  abuse,  Czechowicz
 (1988)
wrote,
Children  from  disadvantaged  socially
isolated  families,  including  many  minority
children,  are  also  at  increased  risk  for
substance  abuse. The  presence  of  antisocial
behavior;  strong  rebellious  feelings;
alienation  from  others;  a lack  of  strong
bonds  to  family,  school,  or  church,  and
other  conventional  social  institutions;
lack  of  sense  of  direction;  low  self-esteem
have  been  sho'wn  to  increase  susceptibility
to  drug  use  and  abuse.  (p.  159)
In  addition  to  these  risks,  Laotians  and  Hmong
!:{
students  face  stresses  related  to  their  being  refugees.
The  Southeast  Asian  Refugees  lost  their  landi
possessions  or  financial  comfort  accumulated  over
generations  in  their  native  countries.  They  were  torn
between  their  own  culture  and  the  ne'w  culture  that
their  children  will  adopt  for  future  success.  Both
parents  and  children  are  facing  the  maintenance  of
physical  and  mental  health.
According  to  Weinstein-Shr.  and  Henkin  (1991  )
"Lastlyi  research  shows  that  forced  resettlement
creates  enormous  mental  stress  for  youth  fromthe
adolescents  who  experienced  physical  changes  within  two
sets  of  cultural  rule  systems"  (p.  356)
To  overcome  one'  s worries  or  problems  due  to
changing  of  the  culture,  the  students  may  use  alcohol
and  drugs  as  Yee  and  Thu  (1987  ) wrote  " Substance  abuse
is  used  as  a  coping  mechanism  for  dealing  with
adaptation  to  a  foreign  and  sometimes  hostile  social  or
cultural  environment"  (p.  78)
C.  The  use  of  drugs  or  alcohol  to  cope  with
stress  : In  Laos.
This  coping  mechanism  is  not  one  found  in  Laos
itself.  The  adolescents  and  children  are  strictly
disciplined.  Drugs  and  alcohol  use  among  high  school
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students  is  not  acceptable.  However,  many  men  and
women  drink  alcohol  during  the  special  ceremonies.
Westermeyer  (1988)  wrote  in  his  study  "Aix
indigenous  groups  in  Laos  engaged  in  ceremonial  and
ritual  drinking. he  behavioral  norms  for  
this  alcohol
use  were  known  and  largely  adhered  to.  The  duration
and  amount  of  drinking  varied  with  the  type  of  event.
For  examplei  New  year  celebrations  and weddings
involved  liberal  drinking  for  most  group"  (p.  450)
Besides  the  special  events,  using  alcohol  is  not
encouraged  in  Laos I  would  say  that  the  social
environment  in  Americai  though,  is  one  of  the  factors
that  makes  the  adolescents  susceptible  to  a tendency
of  using  alcohoi  and  drugs.  Here,  the  culture
sanctions  use  of  alcohol  to  "wind  down"  after  a hard
dayiforexample.  Graham,MarksiandHansen(1991)
state,  "Social  influence  is  central  to  models  of
adolescent  substance  use"  (p.  291  )
D.  Stresses  faced  by  Laotian  students.
The  Laotian  students  are  among  the  Southeast
Asian  Refugees.  They  are  survivors.  They  experien((J'
continuous  traumatic  events  since  the  beginning  of  the
Indochinese  War  against  the  Communist.  Koshmann,  and
Tobin  ( 1977  ) wrote,
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Unlike  immigrants,  these  people  could  not
carefully  weigh  the  alternatives  bet'ween
staying  and  leaving.  Choices  had  to  be
made  quickly,  when  opportunities  existed.
They  were  pushed  out  by  fear  of  reprisals
and  refusal  to  live  under  communism.  The
Lao  Hmong  who  cooperated  closely  with
American  troops  during  the  Indochinese  War,
were  pushed  out  by  Pathet  Lao  troops.  As
they  evacuated  their  homelands,  they  were
gassed  from  aircraft  and  pursued  by  armed
soldiers.  Many  did  not  make  it  as  far  as
the  Mekong  River,  and  even  among  those  that
did,  many  failed  to  survive  the  treacherous
swim  across  to  Thailand.  (p.  10)
Because  of  forced  migration,  most  of  the  Southeast
Asian  Refugees  in  the  United  States  have  difficulties
in  adjusting  to  the  new  culture.  Oliver,  and  Anthony
(1982)  wrote  "The  Vietnamese  who  came  to  the  United
States  left  behind  in  their  flight  the  support  of
cultural  and  geographic  familiarity  that  their  former
system  had  provided.  The  effect  of  such  a loss  were
illustrated  by  a Vietnamese  woman  who  convinced  that  the
world  was  comirig  to  the  end"  (p.  74> Laotian  families
have  relatively  fever  members  resettle  in
the  United  States  (e.g. the  Khamer)  have
more  difficulty  adjusting  than  do  the  other
groups  like  the  Vietnamese  who  have  a  larger
representation  in  this  country.  (p.  149)
AISO/  many  Laotian  students  who  came  to  the  United
States  did  not  have  formal  education  in  their  native
country  nor  at  the  camp.  Since  English  is  not  their
native  language,  the  Laotian  students  are  not  able  to
speak  good  English.  They  would  certainly  feel  different
from  other  students. The  inabiiity  to  speak  more
English  can  lead  to  growing  frustrations  in  the  Laotian
students Because  of  language  barrier,  the  probability
of  Laotian  students  of  being  accepted  would  likely  to
be  decreased,
Alley  (1980)  reported  "Another  difficulty  in  being
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exposed  and  acultured  into  American
 school  system  is
the  Indochinese  student  being  simultane.ously
deculturated  a'way  from  home.  One  
example  of  this
cultural  role  conflict  would  be  the
 event  of  all
questions  being  addressed  to  the  SOn/
 rather  than  the
father,  because  of  the  son's  English.
 (p.  112)
Soloman,  Guest,  and  McCullough  wrote
 "It  is
conceivable  the  refugees  English  proficiency
 may  feel
more  social  isolation  and  greater  hopelessness
 or
helplessness  is  the  face  of  resettlement
 problems"
(p.  27)
Fernadaz  (1988  ) said  that  Alexander  t
 Lein  t  Workuch
and  Miller  (1976)  wrote  "Most  Southeast
 Asian  students
have  been  accademically  succesful  at
 home  and  are
professionally  well-established.  The
 social  and
cultural  adifferences  and  the  academic
 pressures
encountered  cause  Southeast  Asian  students
 to  suffer
status  change  and  status  loss"  (p.  161
 )
It  is  important  to  understand  the  fact
 that  the
Laotians  are  as  well  as  other  Southeast
 Asian  Refugees
were  forced  to  leave  their  countries
 as  Ncassio  ( 19F15  )
citing,  David  (1970)  and  Eichenbaum
 (1975)  reported
"The  Southeast  Asians  are  involuntary
 migrants  'who
emigrated  out  fear  and  not  from  a rational
 desire  to
r,,;
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resettle  elsewhere.  Refugees  may  still  have  a strong
emotional  bond  to  their  native  land  and  thus  may  have
more  difficulties  in  developing  favorable  attitudes
toward  the  host  culture  and  in  possessing  sufficient
motivation  to  acculturate"  (p.  155)
Another  factor  that  could  cause  the  Laotian  students
to  use  alcohol  and  drugs  might  be  social  influence
processes  as  Graham,  Marks,  and  Hansen  (1991  ) said
"Social  influence  is  a central  component  of  all  models
of  adolescent  substance  use.  (p.  291  )
In  the  United  States,  the  desire  to  keep  the
cultural  traditions  and  values  has  been  difficult
because  of  pressures  of  acculturation  and  social
isolation  of  refugees.  As  in  the  following  paragraph,
Lee  (19  8 8 ) states,
These  adolescents,  new  to  America,  are
confronted  with  three  special  types  of
stress:  Physiologocal  and  emotional
upheavals  as  adolescents,  socia;  and
psychological  adjustment  as  refugees,  and
intercultural  conflicts  caused  by  the
immense  value-system  differences.  As  a
unique  group  of  youngsters,  they  are  in
tumu-'  tous  transitions.  Many  of  them  are
A!! Q 4'; J;J.; C Z" i::j(".4"C' I!hs'Draryl.."  J
Asian  Communities,
f  o r  c e d w i  t  h  t  he  d if  f  i  cu  1  t  t  a s k  s  o f
recovering  from  old  wounds  caused  by  the
trauma  of  war,  struggling  with  daily
survival  ISSUES  at  home  and  in  school"
(p.  167)
The  adjustment  of  the  Laotian  students  to  the  new
culture  is  influenced  by  many  factors.  They  could
cause  stresses  and  strains  of  living  in  America  for  the
Laotian  adolescents.  When  the  stress  and  strain  become
overwhelming  for  them,  they  may  turn  to  alcohol  or
other  drug  abuse  to  forget  the  problems.
Yee  and  Thu  (1987)  wrote  about  drug  abuse  in
The  particular  coping  mechanism  chosen  to
deal  with  that  stress  may  be  efforts  at
realistically  trying  to  alleviate  problems.
Alcohol  and  other  drug  abuse  may  be
Characteristic  of  the  better  effort  to
forget  one's  worries,  concerns  and  problems
The  use  of  various  substances  is  probably
age  dependent,  related  to  the  level  of
assimilation  to  American  culture  and  should
vary  with  length  of  time  in  this  country.
(p.  78)
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Inte  rgeneratz  onal  stress  zs  also  11  kely  to  arzse
as  the  children  enter  school  and  learn  English  and  new
American  ways  Cxtxng  Ascher  (1984)  Alley  Ellis  Wei
Dag  and  Brewer  (1980  ) reported  Although  parents  rely
on  their  chxldren  for  this  cultural  knowledge  this
reliance  upsets  traditional  lxves  of  authority Some
research  xndxcates  that  the  more  rapidly  the  children
acculturate  the  more  lxkely  15  the  occurance  of
confl  xct Poor  ad)ustment  and  low  achievement  in
in  school  especxally  after  a  sat:isfactory  start  may
actually  reflect  this  family  conflict  (p  184)
Czecho'wisz  wrote  Children  from  dxsadvantaged  and
socxally  isolated  families  includxng  many  minority
chxldren  are  also  at  increased  risk  for  substance
abuse  (p  159) To  show  that  the  Laotxans  as  well  as
the  other  Southeast  Asxan  students  have  difficulty  in
ad  justing  to  new  culture  Alley  (1980  ) gives  and
example  of  a  Laotxan  girl  who  came  to  the  United  States
five  rr;onths  ago Sh  'is  fourteen  years  old Not  long
ago  she  attempted  to  take  her  own  lxfe  by  swallowing
many  sleeping  pills  at  one  time When  she  was  asked
why  wanted  to  commit  suxcide  the  gxrl  sa:id  that  she
was  worryzrug  too  much  about  her  parents  whom  she  left
behxnd  in  her  native  country  and  who  are  still  lxvxng
under  the  communist  government.  (p.  113)
Gansan,  Fine,  and  Lin  (1989)  reported
"Intergenerational  conflict  is  frequently  very  marked
between  adolescent  refugees  and  their  families  as  the
adolescents  have  more  contact  with  the  majority  culture
and  are  more  2ikely  than  their  parent  to  try  out  the
new  roles"  (p.  225)
Schapio  (1988  ) stated  that,  Nguyen  (1982  ) alleged
"This  reversal  roles  and  the  new  balance  power  generate
conflicts  and  tension  within  the  family,  leading
frequently  to  wife  and  child  abuse,  depression  and
excessive  drinking"  (p.  164)  He  also  said  that  without
the  support,  encouragement,  and  social  intimacy  of  PEERS,
frustrations  of  seeking  independence  and  identity  canbe
overwhelming.  Laotian  refugee  adolescentsi  generally
scattered  and  relatively  isolated  from  other  Laotian
teens,  may  be  struggling  with  adolescence  quite  alone
(Schapio,  1988,  p.  162)
According  to  Bromley  (1988)  "Cultural  adaptation
is  never  'easy  and  efforts  need  to  be  made  to  reestablish
healthy  coping  strategies  which  will  build  upon  the
minor's  prior  role  images  and  functioning,  while
assisting  him  or  her  to  achieve  acceptable  and
meaningful  life  satisfaction  in  this  country"  (p.  112)
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The  high-risk  groups  among  the  Southeast  Asian
Refugees  are  mentioned  by  Nicassio  (1985) He  said
"In  general  older  refugees  and  adolescents  without
adequate  family  support  represent  high-risk  groups,  as
do  persons  of  lower  socioeconomic  status  and  those  with
difficient  English  skills"  (p.  162)
The  Southeast  Asian  students  are  facing  many
difficult  things  in  school.  Liu,  Shuh  (1988)  reported
that  in  some  instances,  the  Southeast  Asian  adolescents
are  not  prepared  to  deal  and  cope  with  their  ne'w  free
life.  They  do  not  understand  the  limitations  of  what
they  are  doing.
After  having  been  attending  American  school  for
couple  years,  the  Southeast  Asian  adolescents  have
learned  American  way  of  life  and  a  new  system  which  is
different  from  their  parents  culture.  The  students
who  are  in  Junior  High  and  Senior  High  School  are
prone  to  have  more  inappropriate  behaviors  that  are  not
acceptable  to  their  parents  at  home.
Bec-ause  of  their  inability  to  speak  their  second
language  well,  the  Southeast  Asian  students  experience
more  frustration  at  school.  They  have  a  hard  time
following  the  classes  and  doing  the  assignments  that  are
given  by  the  jeachers.  They  may  start  being  bored  and
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discouraged  to the  point  that  they  choose  to  skip  class
and  stay  away  from  school.
Because  of the things  that  I  have mentioned  abovei
the students  may violate  the  rulesi  commit  the  illegal
activities  such as skipping  classesi  taking  personal
items(stealing)  exhibiting  certain  behavior  on  an
excessive  rather  than normal  basis(e.g.  over  concern
with  appearanCe/  sexual  activity)  The  students  may
also  bring  to school  illigal  weapons  such  as  guns  and
knife.  The problems  may also  include  verbal  argument
and physical  fights  between  different  groups  of
Southeast  Asian  students.  For examplei  "One  Laotian
student  and a Vietnamese  student  got  into  fight  during
the five-minute-break  betveen  classes"  said  one
bilingual  paraprofessional  worker.  This  happened  in
1991 at Sanford  Junior  High  in  South  Minneapolis
Harding,  and  Looney  ( 1977  ) stated  that  the
United  Nations  reported,  "The  many  several  years  after
migration  are  particularly  stressful  with  problems
being  accentuated  when  refugees  are  culturally  and
racially  dissimilar  to  the  indigeous  population.
Successful  adaptation  in  th:  host  country  has,  in  some
CaSeS,  been  unconsciously  sabotaged  by  failure  to  learn
the  new  language"  (p.  407)
As  far  as  I  know,  drug  and  alcohol  use  of  Laotian
students  has  not  been  studied.  Williami  and  Westermeyer
(1983)  reported  "The  Southeast  Asian  children  and
adolescents  have  have  not  been  as  carefully  studied  as
the  adults"  (p.  79)
One  report  indicates  that  the  unaccompanied  children
and  adolescents,  first  identified  as  at  risk  in  the
refugee  CampS/  appear  to  be  continuing  to  have  problems
even  after  resettlement. The  report  focuses  only  on
clinical  and  social  issues  involving  the  Southeast
Asi  an  group.  ( Wi  lli  ams  i  and  Westermeyer  i  1983  t  p.  79  )
Charon,  and  Ness  (1981  ) stated  "Young  men  were
similarly  found  to  be  at  high  risk  for  emotional
distress  in  the  study  in  Seattle  reported  by  Lin  et  al
(1979)  (p.  7)
The  study  suggested  that  "Adolescent  refugees  may
certainly  be  at  risk  for  the  development  of  emotional
disiress  and  impaired  school  functioning.  None  of  the
studies,  however  focuses  specifically  on  adolescents
and  substance  abuse"  (Charon  and  Ness,  1981  p.  7)
Accord  ing  to  Ni  cassi  o,  and  Pate  (19  84  )
the  acculturation  process  for  the  Southeast  Asians  have
a lot  of  problems  due  to  stress  of  leaving  their
native  countries  and  having  left  behind  their  families
The  painful  memories  of  traumatic  events  happening  when
they  were  in  their  homeland  and  during  their  escape  to
seek  freedomi  the  difficulties  of  learning  English,  the
lack  of  skills  to  find  a job  in  the  new cuntry  cause
the  Southeast  Asian  to  have  more  stresses  during  the
resettlement.
III. BARRIERS  TO  OBTAINING  ACCURATE  INFORMATION  FROM
THE  LAOTIAN  STUDENTS  AT  ROOSEVELT.
Before  talking  about  barriers  to  obtaining  accurate
information  from  the  Laotian  students  at  Roosevelt  High
School,  I  would  like  to  describe  my  research  proposal.
My  research  question  was  "Is  the  use  of  alcohol
and  drugs  by  the  Laotian  high  school  students  related
to  adjustment  to  new  culture?"
The  hypothesis  was:  The  use  of  alcohol  and  drug
increases  when  Laotian  students  are  having  difficulties
in  adjustment.
In  the  research  stu6y,  I  chose  a  descriptive
design.  It  sought  to  portray  accurately  the
characteristics  of  a  population.  This  type  of  study
attempts  ,to  make  generalizations  about  the  attributes
of  that  population  by  studying  a  small  part  of  (a  sample
drawn  from)  that  population.  In  my  case,  the  studied
population  is  the  Laotian  high  school  students.  A
sample  drawn  of  twenty  students  from  that  population
was  to  be  randomly  selected.
The  subjects  were  to  be  twenty  Laotian  male  students
at  Roosevelt  High  School.  The  ages  ranged  from  fifteen  to
twenty.
The variables  of  interests  were:  The  use  of  alcohol
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and  drugs,  and  adjustment  to  new  culture.
To  begin  my  study  of  a  research  problem,  I  must
select  the  most  relevant  independent  and  dependent
variables.  The  conceptualization  of  what  constitutes
the  independent  variable  might  include  culture  and
educational  orientation. The  dependent  variable  may  be
conceptualized  to  include  truancy,  skipping  class,
lOwerxnggradesifxrghtSitheftsidroppedOutSChooli
destructive  behaviors,  run  away,  and  drug  or  alcohol  use.
To  measure  the  conceptualized  variable,  I  have  to
select  and  specify  measuring  divices.  This  process  is
referred  to  as  operationalization.  The  measuring
devices  are  the  questionnaire  and  interview  using
nominal  and  ordinal  levels  of  measurement.
In  my  initial  proposal,  to  obtain  accurate
information,  I  would  plan  the  procedure  carefully.  I
planned  to  invite  respondents  to  a  private  room  one  at a
time  so  that  they  could  answer  the  questions  and  talk
freely.  Before  inviting  them  to  interview  or  complete
the  questionnaire,  I  would  ask  permission  from  the
principal  of  the  school  and  the  teachers  and  have  the
parents  sign  the  consent  form  if  they  are  under  eighteen
years  old.  I  would  explain  the  study  and  purpose  of  the
questionnaire.  To  encourage  their  honest  response  to
A  schematic  drawing  and  copies  of  the  face
 sheet


















Schematic  drawing  of  an  initial  research
design.
8 HOW  old  'were  you  when  you  started
 -to  use';'
you  can.
FACE  SHEET  QUEST'IONS
Please  read  and  ansver  all  the  question
 as best  as
1.  How  old  are  you?
2.  What  grade  are  you  in  now?
3.  How  long  have  you  been  in  the
 United  STATES?
4.  Are  you  living  with  both  parents?
6.  What  are  you  using?'
7.  Why  did  you  decide  to  use?
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PARTI
Listed  below  are  the  questions  on  drug  and  alcohol  use.
Please  read  the  questions  and  check  those  that  apply  to
70u.
Drug  and  alcohol  are  also  called  mood-alterinq  chemicals.
SOMETIMES OFTEN
1  I  use  drug  or  alcohol  when
I  feel  isolated.
2.  I  use  drug  or  alcohol  to
medicate  myself.
3.  Getting  high  or  drunk  is
something  I  like  to  do  since
coming  to  the  United  States.
4.  I  have  used  mood-altering
chemicals  because  I  did  not
like  the  way  I  was  feeling
and  wanted  to  feel  better.
5.  When  I  am  around  people  who
use  chemicals,  I  find  myself
using  with  them.
6.  I  have  made  changes  in  my
life  so  I  can  continue  to
use  mood-altering  chemicals.
7.  Some  people(parents,  teachers,
etc.  ) have  said  that  my
personality  has  changed  since
I  started  using  mood-altering
chemicals.
8.  When  I  use  alcohol,  I  usually
get  drunk.
9.  I  use  mood-altering  chemicals
because  my  parents  did  not
give  me  what  I  want.
10.  I  skip  school  or  classes  to
use  mood-altering  chemicals.
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g  SOMETIMES OFTEN
11.  I  find  it  harder  to  talk
about  my  problems  since  I
started  using  mood-altering
chemicals.
12.  I  do  not  understand  my
reasons  for  getting  high  or
drunk,  it  just  happens.
13.  Using  mood-altering  chemicals
helps  me  to  fit  in  with  my
friends  or  peers.
14.  When  I  was  in  my  country,  I
used  mood-altering  chemicals.
15.  I  smoke  pot  and  drink  alcohol
together.
16.  I  have  taken  advantage  of
people  in  order  to  get  high
or  drunk.
17.  My  goals(things  that  are
important  to  me)have  changed
since  I  started  using  mood-
altering  chemicals.
18.  I  have  lied  to  my  family
and/or  friends  about  how
much  and  how  often  I  use
mood-altering  chemicals.
19.  I  find  it  difficult  to  stay
straigt  or  to  stop  using
mood  altering  chemicals.
20.  I  get  anxiousi  worried,  Or
uneasy  if  I  run  out  of  or
begin  to  run  out  of  mood-
altering  chemicals.
21.  Using  mood-altering  chemicals




22.  I  have  tried  to  stop  or  cut
down  on  my  chemical  use
because  I  did  not  like  what
was  happening  to  me.
23.  I  am  ashamed  or  embarrassed
about  some  of  the  thing  I
have  done  while  under  the
influence  of  mood-altering
chemicals.
24.  I  get  drunk  or  high  when
ever  we  have  party.
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PART  I  I
Please  read  the  questions  and  check  YES  to  the  one  that
applies  to  you  and  check  NO  to  the  one  that  does  not
apply  to  you
YES NO
1 I  am  havxng  a hard  time  fitting  to  the  new
culture  in  the  United  States
2 I  often  have  conflicts  and  arguments  with
my  parents  because  they  want  me  to  do  what
they  want
3 I  do  not  feel  lonely  when  I  am  at  school
4 I  want  to  have  more  freedom  and  do  the
samething  American  teenagers  do
5 Study  of  english  is  not  hard  for  me
6 I  do  not  have  American  friends
7 I  have  Laotian  friends
8 I  do  not  have  ather  Southeast  Asian  friends
g I  l:ike  the  way  my  parents  treat  me
10 I  like  to  go  out  with  my  close  friend
11 Other  people  think  I
t:ime  in  ad)usting  to
am  hav'ing  a  hard
the  new  culture
12 Compare  to  my  friends  I  am  fxttxng  xn
better  to  American  society
Thank  you  for  completxng  the  questionnaire
Some  of  the  above  questions  were  taken  from  The  Secondary
Curriculum  Guide  for  Chemical  Awareness  and  Personal
Development  Originally  written  by  Nancy  Toleen-Wirth
Rev:ised  by  Mary  Hoopman  Minneapolxs  Publxc  Schools
Health  Servxces  Department
3 2.
Example  of  hypothetical  results.
In  part  I  of  the  questionnaire  we  have  twenty-four
items.  Before  each  item  there  are  three  blanks
consecutively  correspondent  to  NEVER,  SOMET'IMESi  and
OFTEN.  The  student  is  asked  to  check  the  one  that
applies  to  him.
Each  checked  item  is  given  a  score.
NEVER=O,  SOMETIMES=1,  OFTEN=2.
The  higheast  score  per  student  is:  24x2=48
The  highest  score  per  group  of  20  students  is:  24x20=960
If  20  students  checked  20  "OFTEN"i  the  total  score
for  a  group  of  20  students  would  be  40x20=800
The  total  score  per  student  is:  20x2=40
The  average  score  of  the  group  of  20  students  is:
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In  the  Part  II  of  the  questionnaire  we  have  twelve
items. Each  item  has  "YES"  and  )  to  be  checked.
Both  "YES"  and  "NO"  represent  poor  adjustment.
For  example,  if  2 "YES"
No.  1,  No.  2.
Poor  adjustment  on  questions
5 "NO" P00  r adJ  uS  tment  On quest1  0nS  NO - 3/  NO - 4 t
No.  5,  No.  9,  No.  12.
half  or  two-third  of  the  twelve  items  were  "Poor
An  analysis  of  the  hypothetical  results  of  the
questionnaire  survey  could  be  the  following:
In  part  I  of  the  questionnaire,  if  the  average
score  of  "OFTEN"  of  the  group  of  20  students  is  
more
than  half  or  two-third  of  the  highest  score  per  student.
2.  In  part  II  of  the  questionnaire,  if  more  than
adj  ustment  "
In  this  case,  we  may  want  to  say  that  the  use  of
drug  and  alcohol  among  the  Laotian  students  at  Roosevelt
High  School  may  be  related  to  the  adjustment  to  new
culture  in  the  United  States.  But  the  exact  answer  
to
this  question  is  still  not  sure  because  this  is  an
exploratory  study.
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My  original  research  proposal  was  a descriptive
study  in  design  with  a small  group  of  Laotian  students.
All  of  them  are  male. The  reason  I  planned  to  have
only  male  students  in  my  study  because  the  Laotian  male
seems  to  have  more  problems  that  are  related  to  mood-
altering  chemicals.  The  Laotian  female  students  are
shy  and  quiet.  I  do  not  see  many  problems  that  are
related  to  alcohol  and  drug  use  among  them.  Another
study  could  be  conducted  to  determine  to  see  if  this
assumption  is  accurate.
The  sample  is  planned  to  be  taken  only  at  Roosevelt
High  School  in  South  Minneapolis.  I  chose  Roosevelt
High  School  because  most  of  the  Laotian  high  school
students  attend  this  school.
The  research  study  was  to  focus  on  the  use  of
alcohol  and  drugs  only.
It  is  feasible  to  do  this  research  study  because
I  have  been  working  in  Minneapolis  Public  Schools  for
many  years.  Now  I  am workir.g  with  these  students  at
Roosevelt  High  School.  I  know  the  principal  and  the
t  e a che  r  s In  addition,  I  have  asked  permission  from
the  principal  and  the  school  board.  Before  having  the
students  complete  the  questionnaire  or  be  interviewed,
I  planned  to  have  the  parents  of  those  vho  are  under
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eighteen  years  old  sign  the  consent  form.  Those  who
are  eighteen  years  old  or  older  would  s-ign  the  consent
form  by  themselves.
After  reviewed  by  the  College  of  Institutional
Review  Board  on  the  Use  of  Human  Subjectsi  my  proposed
study  of  "Alcohol  and  Drug  use  among  the  Laotian
students  at  Roosevelt  High  School"  has  been  rejected.
Their  primary  concern  was  protecting  the
confidentiality  of  the  subjects.  I  have  stated  that
I  'would  keep  the  confidentiality  as  best  as  I  can.
nO'veVer,  they  discovered  that  my  reseach  proposal  has
many  of  the  risks  involved  for  the  subjects.
IV.  LIMITATIONS
The  most  significant  barrier  was  the  threat  to
confidentiality  present  in  my  first  design.  Related  to
that  ihreat  were  cultural  concerns.
The  barriers  to  obtaining  accurate  information
are  the  f.ollowing:
1.  A  risk  of  breaking  confidentiality  as  I  have
mentioned  in  the  consent  form,  "If  the  participant  gives
me  information  which  leads  me  to  believe  that  the  student
presents  clear  and  immediate  danger  to  himself  or  to
othersi  I  will  be  required  to  take  appropriate  action
As  quoted  in  Ho  (19  90  t  p.  135  ),  Hsu  (1970  ) reported
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in  order  to  help  the  participant  or  protect  others
The  above  statement  shows  clearly  that  there  may  not  be
confidentiality  between  the  subject  and  the  principal
investigator.
2.  The  consent  forms  were  to  get  permission  to
interview  their  children  and  to  participate  in  the
study.  Most  of  the  parents  would  want  to  know  the
survey  results  of  their  child's  alcohol  and  drug  abuse.
The  child  would  be  very  upset  and  would  complain  that
the  confidentiality  has  been  broken.  The  risks  involved
for  the  subjects  include  punishment,  embarrassmenl
shamer  and  being  looked  down  upon  by  the  community.
These  are  all  definite  risks  to  the  human  subjects.
Since  the  parents  would  be  required  to  sign  a  consent
form  for  subjects  under  eighteen  years  of  aget  it  puts
the  subjects  immediately  at  risk  as  outlined  above.
Another  major  concern  was  the  use  of  the  personal
interview  to  obtain  very  sensitive  information.
Some  of  the  barriers  of  disclosing  the  reality
about  the  alcohol  and  drug  use  among  the  Laotian  students
are  cultural  values  such  as  the  risk  of  losing  face.
"In  a  family  and  group  oriented  society  where  the
individual  represents  the  family,  guilt  and  shame  assume
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a different  meaning.  The  Asian  concept  of  loss  of  face'
implies  the  entire  family  clan  looses  respect  and  status
in  the  community  when  an  individual  is  shamed" He  also
said,  "This  places  severe  burden  on  the  individual  to
keep  harmony  and  order,  and  to  minimize  any conflicts
and  problems  which  could  bring  guilt  and  shame to the
family"  (H0,  1980,  p.  134)
In  early  age,  the  Laotian  children  are  taught  to
view  their  role  within  the  family  in  terms  of
relationships  and  obligations.  Each  family  member  must
develop  a sense  of  moral  obligation  and  primary  loyalty
to  the  family.  Cultural  values  dictate  that  only  those
behaviors  that  maintain  and  enhance  the  family  name  and
home  are  considered  valuable.  Citing  Morrow  (1987)
Chan  (1987  ) reported  that  "  In  contrast  to  the  American
emphasis  on  egocentric,  in6ependent  behaviorr  the
Southeast  Asian  child  is  trained  to  think  of  the  family
first  and  must  learn  to  subjugate  his  own  personal
desires  and  conce  rns. Parents,  in  attempt  to  control
their  child's  behavior,  appeal  tc  the  child'S  Sense  Of
obligation  to  others"  (p.  144) He  also  said  "If  this
sense  of  obligation  is  betrayed,  the  consequences  are
severe.  Such  form  of  punishment  as  locking  the  childi
scolding  or  guilt  introduction  that  result  in  a loss
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of  face  are  common  place  in  Southeast  Asian  household
(Morrow  1987,  p  144)
4 The  name  of  the  students  were  known  by  the
principal  investigator
In  the  case  that  the  parents  discover  their
children  are  abusxng  alcohol  and  drugs  through  the
study  they  might  punish  their  children Th1S
possxbxl:ity  might  discourage  the  student  from  being
honest Another  thing  15  if  the  student  'who
partxcxpated  in  the  study  was  known  as  drug  or  alcohol
abuser  by  his  friends  or  somebody  III  the  Laotian
community  he  would  feel  embarrassed  and  shamed
Accordxng  to  the  Laotian  culture  the  student  would  be
looked  down  and  hxs  famxly  and  himself  would  lose  face
The  Laotian  parents  expect  their  adolescent
children  to  be  good  free  of  drugs  qu:iet  obedient
polxte  humble  hard-workxng  and  respectful  to  them
and  extended  family  members Good  sons  and  daughters
are  expected  to  take  care  of  younger  siblings  take
care  of  younger  sxblings  take  care  of  their  aged
parents  and  brxng  honor  to  the  famxly
Bromley  (1988  p  109)  cxted  Shon  and  Ja  (1982
p 312)  stated  that  The  most  important  child  is  of
co  urse  the  o1dest  son Lxke  his  father  he  frequently
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receives  better  treatment  and  commands  more  respect
but  he  must  also  shoulder  more  responsibxlxty He  1S
expected  to  be  a  role  model  for  his  sxblxngs  as  to
authority  over  them Younger  siblings  are  expected  to
follow  the  guidance  of  the  oldest  son  not  only  as
children  but  throughout  thexr  adult  l':ives When  the
father  dxes  the  oldest  son  takes  over  the  leadersh:ip
of  the  famxly  a  task  for  which  he  has  usually  been
groomed  throughout  h:is  lxfe
V  RECOMMENDATIONS  FOR  FUTURE  PROGRAMS  TO  GATHER  NEW
INFORMATION  ON  THE  USE  OF  DRUG  OR  ALCOHOL  OF  THE
LAOTIAN  STUDENTS
Takxng  the  above  concerns  into  consxderatxon,  I
have  redesxgned  the  initial  research  proposal My
rev:ised  research  study  focuses  on  the  use  of  alcohol
and  drugs  among  the  Laot:ian  students  at  Sanford  Jun:ror
High  and  at  Roosevelt  H:igh  School  in  South  M:tnneapolxs
The  subjects  are  to  be  one  hundred  students  :tn  both
schools A  sample  drawn  of  one  hundred  students  from
the  total  of  Laotian  student  population  are  to  be
randomly  selected
twenty-one
The  ages  ranged  from  twelve  to
In  order  to  keep  confxdentialxty  I  would
recommend  the  following
1 No  consent  form  should  be  signed  by  anybody
But  the  researcher  must  nevertheless  insure  that  all
subjects  have  been  given  and  understand  the  consent
form
The  name  of  the  students  should  not  be  used
on  any  form  and  paper  of  the  studied  document
3 The  questionnaire  should  be  translate  into
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Lao Both  languages  should  be  seen  in  each  question
Ask  perm:issxon  from  the  principal  of  the
school  to  get  all  the  students  to  gather  in  one  room
Tell  them  about  the  study  and  its  purpose
Explain  clearly  what  you,  want  them  to  do Shov  them
how  to  complete  the  questionnaire Tell  them  that
there  is  no  obligation  to  do  thxs Ask  them  to  do  as
best  as  they  can
Hand  out  the  questionnaire  and  the  self-stamped
envelop Ask  them  to  complete  the  questionnaxre  xn
prxvacy,  whenever  and  wherever  they  want  to But  ask
them  to  return  it  by  a  specific  date  that  you  want
They  can  either  drop  it  in  your  mail  box  if  you  'work  at
school  or  mail  xt  to  the  address  wherever  you  feel  it  is
conf  ident When  the  completed  questxonnaxre  s  are
returned  the  numbers  that  you  need  should  be  selected
by  draw:ing  or  in  a  random  manner  to  avoid  bias
There  should  not  be  the  personal  xnterv:iew  to
obtaxn  very  sensitxve  information The  subjects  could
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be  both  male  and  female  students  because  nobody  would
know  who  are  the  subjects.
The  result  might  come  out  that  the  use  of  drug  or
alcohol  among  the  Laotian  students  may  be  due  to
depression  and  stress  because  of  possible  the  following
phenomena  :
Culture  shock,  difficulty  understanding  the  American
way  of  lifei  school  adjustment  and  academic  demands,
difficulty  making  friends  and  feelings  of  not  being
liked,  changes  in  living  environment  and  neighborhood
significant  changes  in  family  roles  and  relationship,
feelings  that  values,  roles  and  culture  from  their  home
country  are  useless,  problems  caused  by  language
difficultiesi  feelings  that  their  future  in  America  iS
pessimistic,  loss  of  empowerment,  and  possible  many
more  other.
To  help  the  Laotian  students  I  would  recommend
the  following:
1.  Orientation  to  parents  and  adolescents  about
the  American  educational  system  and  the  roles  and
responsibilities  of  parents,  teachersi  and  students.
2.  Provide  orientation  to  substance  abuse.
3.  Provide  certifiable  training  to  the  Laotian
worker  in  substance  abuse.
r
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4.  Bilingual  school  social  workers  should  be
hired  for  elementary  and  secondary  schools.  They
should  also  be  available  for  home  visits.
5.  Orientation  also  should  be  provided  to
teachers  and  school  counselors  about  the  Laotian
students'  backgrounds  and  needs.
6.  The  Laotian  community,  including  adolescents
should  receive  orientation  about  drug  and  alcohol
include  types  of  substances,  indications  of  use,  effects,
and  resources  for  help.
7.  The  counseling  should  be  provided  by  bilingual,
bicultural  staff  if  available.  Otherwise,  the
counseling  should  be  provided  by  professionals  in
cooperation  with  trained  bilingual  i  culturally
sensitive  para-professionals.
8.  A  research  study  should  be  funded  to  identify
the  magnitude  of  the  problem,  specific  cultural  factors
which  underlie  the  problem,  the  specific  adolescent
groups  at  risk,  and  strategies  for  targeting  at  risk
students  for  specialized  preventive  services.
9.  Funds  should  be  made  available  for  education
which  prevents  the  use  of  substances  and  provides









new  culture questionnaire
Schematic  drawing  of a future  research
design
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Minneapolis  Public  Schools
Research  Request
Name William  Inthisone Phone  No.  627-2658
Organization  Roosevelt  Hiqh  School  Department  Health
Services,  Chemical  Awareness  Program.




is  this  study  of  your  work  for  a  degree?  Yes  No  if  Yes,
check  the  following:
Ph.D.  D.Ed.  X  M.A./M.S.  Undergraduate
Other
University  or  College  Auqsburq  Colleqe
Antony  A.  Bibus,  Ph.  D.  LISW.
Advisor's  Name
Mail  Requests  'with  required  information  and  signature  to:
Lyle  Baker
Grants  and  Compliance
Minneapolis  Public  Schools
807  NE  Broadway
Minneapolis,MN  55413  Telephone:  627-2190
(Use  additional  paper  as  necessary  to  answer  these  questions)
1.  Title  and  purpose  of  study?
Alcohol  and  Drug  use  among  the  Laotian  students  at
Roosevelt  High  School.
The  purpose  of  this  research  study  is  to  explore  the
use  of  alcohol  and  drugs  among  the  Laotian  High  School
students.  These  students  may  use  alcohol  and  drugs
because  of  difficulties  of  adjustment  to  the  new  culture
in  the  United  States  or  they  may  have  experienced
traumatic  events  during  their  escape  from  their
homecountry  and  during  their  time  living  at  the
refu.gee  camp.
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The  result  of  this  research  study  might  help  to  find
ways  how  to  work  effectively  with  the  Laotian
adolescents  to  cope,  to  deal  with  their  emotional
disturbance  without  using  drugs  and  alcohol  as
se  if-medicati  on.
2.  How  Will  thiS  Stuay  benefit  the  Minneapolis  PubliC  SChOOlS?
The  result  of  the  study  could  be  share  with  the  staff
who  work  with  the  Laotian  students  in  Minneapolis  Public
Schools.
What  do  you  plan  to  do?  Give  specific  information  on  design
or  study,measuring  instruments,  sampling,  data  collection
procedures.  What  instruments  will  be  given  to  students  and
staff  ? If  nonstandardized  instrument  are  to  be  used,  attach
copies.
In  this  study,  I  have  chosen  a  descriptive  design.
The  study  population  will  be  the  Laotian  students  at
Roosevelt  High  School.  Their  ages  range  from  15  to  19
I  plan  to  obtain  randomly  20  samples  of  this  population-
The  data  collection  instruments  I  plan  to  use  are  the
questionnaire  and  standardized  scale
4.  What  request  are  you  making  of  the  Minneapolis  Public
Schools?  Specify  numbers  of  students  and  staff  to  be
involved,  length  of  time  schedule.
of  the  Minneapolis
randomly  will  be
ask  the  students  to
I  am  making  a  request  of  permission
Public  School.  20  students  selected
involved  in  this  study.  I  plan  to
do  athe  following  things  :
- Complete  the  questionnaire
- One-to-one  interview.
The  time  of  participation  will  be  about  half-hour  to
forty-five  minutes  each.
There  will  be  no  staff  involved  in  the stady.
5.  List  all  funding  sources  for  your  study.
There  is  no  funding  sources  for  my  study.
Your  Signature
Date  i J- 3- ff a
Co-Sponsor  Signature(if  needed)
hm.,;a-
fncipal  Sxgnature(if needed  )
Date




You  are  invited  to  be  in  a  research  study  of  "Alcohol  and
Drug  use  among  the  High  School  Laotian  students."
You  were  randomly  selected  to  be  a  participant.  We  ask  that
YOU  read  this  form  and  ask  any  questions  you  may  have  before
agreexng  to  be  in  the  study.
This  study  is  beeing  conducted  by:  William  Inthisone
Master  in  Social  work  studeny  at  Augsburg  College.
Backqround  Information:
The  purpose  of  this  study  is  to  explore  the  use  of  alcohol
and  drugs  among  the  Laotian  students.  These  students  may
use  alcohol  and  drugs  because  of  difficulties  of  adjustment
to  new  culture  in  the  United  States  or  they  may  have
experienced  traumatic  events  during  their  escape  from  their
homecountry  and  during  their  time  living  at  the  refugee  camp.
The  result  of  the  research  study  might  'help  to  find  the  way
how  to  work  effectively  with  the  Laotian  adolescents  to  Cape,
tO  deal  With  their  emotional  disturbance  'vithOut  using  drugs
and  alcohol  as  self-medication.
If  you  agree  to  participate  in  this  study,  I  'would  ask  you
to  do  the  following  things:
- Complete  the  questionnaire.
- One-to-one  interview.
The  time  of  participation  will  be  about  half-hour  to  forty-
five  minutes.
Risk  and  Benefits  of  Being  in  the  study:
Effort  will  be  made  to  reduce  the  risks  to  participants
related  to  the  sensitive  topic  of  drugs  and  alcohol  use.
If  the  participant  gives  me  information  which  leads  me  to
believe  that  the  student  presents  clear  and  immediate  dangerous
to  himself  or  to  others,  I  will  be  required  to  take  appropriate
aCtiOn  in  order  to  help  the  participarit  or  protect  others.
There  will  be  no  benefits  to  participation.
The  participant  will  not  receive  payment  in  this  study.
Confid  entia  li  ty  :
The  record  of  this  study  will  be  kept  private.  In  any  sort  of
report  we  might  publish,  we  will  not  include  any  information
tl"iat  will  make  it  possible  to  identify  a  subject.  Research
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records  will  be  kept  in  a  locked  file  only  me w:ill  have
aCCeSS  to  the  records  The  students  name  wxll  not  be
be  used  xn  the  study
Voluntary  Nature  of  the  study
Your  decision  whether  or  not  to  participate  will  not  affect
your  current  or  future  relations  'wxth  your  school  or  thxs
College  If  you  decide  to  participate  you  are  free  to
withdraw  at  any  time  without  affectxng  those  relat:ionshxps
Contacts  and  questions
The  researcher  conducting  this  study  IS  WILLIAM  INTHISONE
You  may  ask  any  questions  you  have  now  If  you  have
questions  later  you  may  contact  me  at  Roosevelt  High  5(H001
Phone  (612)  627-2658  (Wednesday  Thursday  and  Friday)
Sanford  Middle  School  Phone  (612)  627-2720  (Monday  and
Tuesday  )
You  may  also  contact  my  advisor  at  Augsburg  College
Anthony  A  Bxbus  Ph  D LISW  Memorial  Hall  116B
Phone  (612)  330-1746
You  wxll  be  g:iven  a  copy  of  the  form  to  keep  for  your  records
Statement  of  Consent
I  have  the  above  xnformatxon  I  have  asked  questions  and
have  received  answers  I  consent  to  partxcipate  in  the
study
Signature Da  te
Signature  of  parents  or  gardian Date
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